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Committee on the Scottish Government Handling of Harassment 
Complaints 

  
 
Leslie Evans 
Permanent Secretary 
Scottish Government 
St Andrews House 
Edinburgh 
EH1 3DG 
 

c/o Clerk to the Committee  
Room T1.03  

The Scottish Parliament  
Edinburgh  
EH99 1SP  

  

BY EMAIL  SGHHC@parliament.scot    
  

30 June 2020 
 

 
Dear Ms Evans, 
 
Thank you for your letter of 19 June in which you confirmed the transfer of 
information to the Committee in relation to the development of the harassment 
complaints policy.  
 
I look forward to receiving further evidence requested within the timescales set 
out in my letter of 5 June. 
 
Inquiry progress 
 
You will be aware that the Committee met on Monday 22 June where we made 
a number of decisions in relation to the approach to our inquiry. Details of the 
Committee’s initial inquiry approach can be accessed on our website.  
 
We intend to spend the summer gathering written evidence from a range of 
witnesses. We will use this time to analyse the information and will invite 
witnesses to give oral evidence in light of the written evidence received. The 
Committee will give further consideration to the inquiry approach once this 
process is completed.  
 
You will see from the approach that, in addition to the strands of the inquiry, as 
an ongoing theme we plan to consider the culture of the Scottish Government 
prior to the introduction of the procedure on handling harassment complaints 
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involving current or former Ministers, in particular around the time of the events 
that led to the complaints. 
 
You will also note that we wish to seek the views of a number of senior civil 
servants. We are taking this course of action as we wish to hear their personal 
views from this time period in order to build a picture of the culture of the 
organisation at the time.  
 
Although it is normal protocol for Committees to make initial approaches through 
the head of particular organisations when seeking written evidence, unusually, 
in this inquiry we also wish to seek directly the personal views from individuals in 
order to get a full picture of the events. The Committee will therefore seek the 
views of individuals who worked around the then First Minister during the time of 
the events that led to the complaints. In which case, we will approach individual 
officials directly, as well as seeking any information in this context, from you 
which the Scottish Government may hold or which you consider relevant. 
 
Here the Committee considers the reasonable person test should apply and “any 
information you consider relevant” would include information which, should it 
come to light, would be considered, by a reasonable person, to be information 
which should be disclosed in whichever form it takes.  
 
There will likely be others whose views will help us in our inquiry work, including 
your own views if, again applying the same reasonable person test, you wish to 
share anything with the Committee beyond the formal submission we have 
received from the Scottish Government. 
 
I confirm that the Committee will also seek information, relevant to our approach 
to the Inquiry, from the First Minister’s Chief of Staff directly.  
 
I am therefore making you aware of this, as a courtesy and I would be grateful 
for your support in this piece of work. We would also welcome any information, 
again applying the reasonable person test, that you consider relevant to support 
the Committee in this piece of work.  
 
Scottish Ministerial Code 
 
The Committee is also now seeking information in relation to the Scottish 
Ministerial Code and the events that led to the First Minister’s self-referral under 
the Code.  
 
The Committee seeks to establish who knew what and at what point, and to 
consider the nature of the meetings between the First Minister and Alex 
Salmond. In particular, the Committee seeks to establish how the distinction was 
drawn between Government and Party matters. In which case, we wish to obtain 
details of how meetings were set up involving the First Minister and Alex Salmond 
and the extent to which the First Minister’s private office was involved.  
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The Committee therefore asks to receive the communication between you and 
the First Minister during the period of events which led to the First Minister’s self-
referral together with any communication you may have been copied into or are 
aware of having taken place in this context. This communication is in whatever 
form, whether on work or personal devices. 
 
This element of the inquiry will also give general consideration as to whether the 
Code is fit for purpose; whether it is clear what course of action is required; 
whether there is too much discretion in its operation; and ultimately whether it 
protects integrity of public life.  
 
We will be contacting a range of witnesses, including the First Minister, seeking 
their written views and supporting evidence.  
 
I would be grateful to receive a written statement and accompanying information 
which addresses these points no later than the end of the summer recess but 
preferably by the end of July.  For clarity, accompanying information can include 
but is not limited to letters, emails, text messages, WhatsApp messages, social 
media messages, and records of phone calls.  
 
Oral evidence 
 
In line with its previous decision, the Committee has agreed that it will approach 
the inquiry on a chronological basis. In which case, its initial evidence sessions 
will focus on the first phase of the inquiry relating to the development of the 
procedure on handling of harassment complaints involving current or former 
Ministers.  
 
The evidence provided by the Scottish Government will provide the focus of this 
part of the inquiry. I am therefore taking this opportunity to provide you with 
advance notice of the Committee’s plans to invite you and the appropriate 
supporting officials to give oral evidence on this in the week beginning 17 August.  
 
I note from the staff survey in 2016 that a number of staff members reported that 
they had personally experienced bullying or harassment at work, however the 
number of formal complaints appears to have been low. This suggests that there 
was a possible lack of awareness of or confidence in existing processes and 
procedures at the time. It is likely the Committee will want to explore aspects of 
those procedures and what influence this had on the development of the new 
procedure during this evidence session.  
 
The arrangements have still to be confirmed and so the Committee’s officials will 
contact you in due course with more details.  
 
Written agreement  
 
Turning to a separate point, I undertook to respond to your request in your letter 
of 3 June for the Committee to enter into a data-sharing agreement with the 
Scottish Government.  
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The Committee has given this approach careful consideration. We understand 
that handling the information in relation to the inquiry will be a complex and 
careful task and we appreciate the sensitivities and complexities involved in the 
evidence gathering.  
 
There is no question that the Committee will fully comply with its legal obligations 
and operate within the legal framework which applies. We have also agreed that 
we will publish documents and information as a package rather than individually 
as they are received in order to mitigate the risk of jigsaw identification.  
 
We therefore do not consider that there is a need to sign up to a specific data-
sharing agreement.  
 
We do recognise, however, for the benefit of all witnesses in the inquiry and in 
order to ensure transparency in our approach, that we need to make a public 
statement on how we intend handle evidence. The Committee has therefore 
published a written statement on the website which confirms that the Committee 
will adhere to the Parliament’s legal obligations on the handling and processing 
of data.  
 
Review of the application of the harassment procedure 
 
Finally, I have a further query regarding the Scottish Government’s review of the 
application of the harassment procedure which you addressed in your letter of 3 
June. Media reports have suggested that this would be an external review. I 
would be grateful if you confirm if this is the case or if it will be an internal review. 
Could you also provide any update you have on the timescale for the completion 
of this review and the publication of its findings.  
 
Please note that the Committee has agreed to publish all of its correspondence 
in respect of its evidence gathering on its website and so this letter will be 
published in due course. We will advise your officials when this is going to be 
done.  
 
 
Best wishes 
 
 
Linda Fabiani MSP  
Convener 
Scottish Government Handling of Harassment Complaints Committee 
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